Resolution to Remove Specific Dues Amounts from the ALA Bylaws

Whereas Bylaws documents do not appropriately contain information that must be updated or revised with some regularity, and

Whereas that appearance of such information in Bylaws necessitates significant delays in action that can be taken, and that delays can in turn interfere with the effective and timely performance of work of the association,

Therefore be it resolved that specific dues figures be removed from the ALA Bylaws, and that the Constitution and Bylaws Committee, in consultation with the Membership Committee, develop a plan for accomplishing such removal, while assuring that the interests of ALA members are protected in any process or policy developed,

and that the Constitution and Bylaws Committee report back to Council with the plan, no later than Midwinter, 2009

Moved: Janet Swan Hill, Councilor at Large
Seconded: Michael A. Golrick, Councilor at Large

REVIEWED FOR CONFORMATION WITH GUIDELINES
by Council Resolutions Committee